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I would like to help out; but you may not actually want my help; and so instead I will just help myself 

[at least and at most] 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by Goura Fotadar 

Dates typed up: 81018, 81118 

 

 

tag[s]: analysis, how-to writing regurgitating useful narrative voice[s] at least in attempt, and 

hypotheticals, models, referencing publications [self, outside, et al] 

 

Part one 

Source, cited: form of the/from the mailer list of e—c as generally looked at  

 

This sounds like serious combat; how so?  

[theme: yeah as in yay! [,] I finally had a moment on the public computer time limits to actually read 

more of my emails; otherwise that bitch looks over my back and attempts to plagiarize, saying “you 

call that work” uh hello, I receive like important emails, like uh yeah. She’s such a bitch and pays like 

no consequence in this thieving “society” but not society.] theme muci-c[s] citation: steve winwood 

higher love  

Key cue term; as in intellectual patrol; imagine the roads are actually the sentence structures in 

parameter type line: which may or not be an entire or more-so than sentence combined but fulfills the 

meter of sentence in sight structure of this version of patrol,  

                                        Cue: “litigation”                     Dialectal Tone 

,   repeating  

Cue: “choking”                        Dialectal Tone 

,  [non-exact repeating ]  
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Interruption in comprehension system, Main Importance (Line):  (directly quoted) “ … Such alleged 

conduct violates Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits sex discrimination, including 

sexual harassment, and retaliation for reporting a claim against discrimination.” 

Cue[s]: [intrinsic to society philosophy, gender] “male” Dialectal Tone , 

Non-exact term, i.e. non-exact match, repeating  

Elongated Comprehension Cue: A no way out, i.e. “some female employees felt they had no choice but 

to resign” , Dialectal Tone, More exact term-phrase, i.e. non-exact match, repeating  

[A side: Non-hidden hint, the comprehension of no way out is a serious combat cue; and this is a 

swapping stage response method]  

[Review: combat types of response: examples include: regular intellectual combat, regular action 

combat, [and the swing] irregular intellectual combat, irregular action combat] 

[call-out drills; i.e. just because this has to do with a version of genderism and-or sexism; it doesn’t mean 

that just because you are the same [in label terms] gender of the perpetrators that you are the same 

type of a*hole; so don’t down judge yourself just when you have to perform] 

Part two.  

cited: p.76 [main source, cited see at the bottom of this portion of posting] 

 From the view it’s almost un-possible to compre’ what it actual is;  

citing rum’s theory [comprehension of] 
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She? Is a pretty blonde but I would say she was traumatized as a youth; since as opposed to assignment 

she’s intentionally picked pig-tails; what an odd term; and in any way we still reference those as of 

childhood. Then we might consid[i]er, those of us that can’t already; how would we come to influence 

assignment; and at least I have already given you the answer [or an answer] 

Door-bells.  

Of course in definition telling you what they are; fulfills comprehension usually especially if it actually is 

at least also that. [at & that] 

The easiest way right now for me to compre’ what they are:  

 Is to apply comparative view a lot of buildings in aisles or-and aisles-like which is/are the view[s] of 

stores; especially of items in grocery store types  

Then the most obvious proof 

 Theme: god, I’m brilliant or god: I’m brilliant 

Theme music citation: Mad World, Gary Jules 

 

Would if an even a food-stamp card and-or cash, wealth form, whatever et al of this accord be able to 

purchase what number of affordable stay in/at some place: space even if the government can afford it 

for you or something of such sort.  In the case of food stamps: as long as they reliably last and provide 

that nourishment  

Then on reliability verification in faction a receiver which here means most all would at minimal receive 

like 12-20 days [approximate lasting period per month of food stamps upon my assertion and-or upon … 

testing]: hotel like stay; and for the other gaps [on homeless experience from this vantage point, 

assessment]  

There is/ r: soup kitchens and-or soup kitchen-likes  

+ food pantry that are reliably and stable-ly provided 

Begging for food in general is much less reliable: so you based from the vantage point of experiencing 

the actual problem: have at least a 3-way split assignment to where your body is placed day + night and 

what portion of this space if/you use.  

So [sum of:] people are on purpose illegally in the know of this, such housing placement [not all people 

such qualified in any category] and on-purpose keeping such from being translated. [holding society 

back.] 
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Getting it after [viewed in reverse, backward order] 

cited p. 75 i.e. of main s.c. in this p. of p. [see right below] 

Main Source, citation [for this part of posting]: Above San Francisco, Robert Cameron & Herb Caen  

Part Three. Correcting the issue with Veteran and other such impersonation 

8/10/18 

-helpful if entering and-or re-entering from higher militia [but apply your version as you see fit] 

-switch into example publicly witnessed version of uniform based on entropy statistic  

-participate in deployment but from the vantage point of your entry front in this case higher and-or 

advanced militia with an approximation view of what is being impersonated however don’t complete all 

necessary deployment activity yet in such a method as to control unjust danger i.e. at minimum [is fine 

here] relatively  

 

and coherent – (ize) 

                             (i’s) 

                             (as in, I, I, I, I, ) 
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                              (who, what are I, … i) 

The effective translation of fraudulent impersonators  


